Now On DVD & Blu-Ray
Looper In the futuristic action thriller Looper, time travel will be invented but it will be illegal and only available on the black market. When the mob
wants to get rid of someone, they will send their target 30 years into the
past where a "looper" - a hired gun, like Joe (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) - is
waiting to mop up. Joe is getting rich and life is good - until the day the mob
decides to "close the loop," sending back Joe's future self (Bruce Willis) for
assassination. The film is written and directed by Rian Johnson and also stars
Emily Blunt, Paul Dano, and Jeff Daniels. Sony
Perry Mason Season 7, Vol. 1 Take the stand for Season 7, Volume 1 of Perry
Mason, one of television's most heralded attorneys. Raymond Burr returns as
the brilliant defense lawyer, capable of filleting alleged eyewitnesses to
murder with surgical precision through relentless and clever questioning.
Aided by loyal detective Paul Drake (William Hopper) and devoted secretary
Della Street (Barbara Hale), Mason takes on festive felons, decadent deans
and badgered brothers, eliciting riveting confessions in 15 explosive
episodes. This remastered four-disc collection also features a rare event in
the history of the series: Perry's defeat at the hands of Hamilton Burger. Let
the record show, this drama is guilty of excellence. Paramount/CBS
NCIS Los Angels Season 3 Season 3 of NCIS: Los Angeles hits the ground
shooting as the team lands in Romania to rescue their boss and friend, Hetty
Lange (Oscar winner Linda Hunt), from a ruthless crime family. But Hetty's
mission is as much personal as it is professional, revealing a bombshell
secret about team leader "G" Callen's (Chris O'Donnell) past. This secret
culminates in the team's first-ever collaboration with Hawaii Five-O, in a
joint effort to prevent a global pandemic... which ultimately brings Callen's
vendetta full circle. The team pulls together with the bold moves of ex-Navy
Seal Sam Hanna (LL Cool J), Special Agent Kensi Klye (Daniela Ruah) and
LAPD liaison Marty Deeks (Eric Christian Olsen). While the operatives hunt
the world for criminals, Eric Beale (Barrett Foa) and Nell Jones (Renee Felice
Smith) are the home-base tech wizards who keep them posted on all
international intel. In this 6-disc, 23-epsidoe set, every mission keeps the
team on its toes... and viewers on the edge of suspense. Paramount/CBS
Freelancers The son of a slain NYPD officer joins the force, where he falls in
with his father's former partner and a team of rogue cops. His new boss,
Sarcone, will see if he has what it takes to be rogue through many trials and
tribulations of loyalty, trust and respect. When the truth about his father's
death is revealed revenge takes him over and he won't stop until justice has
been truly served. Lionsgate
William & Catherine A Royal Romance William & Catherine: A Royal
Romance chronicles the love story of Prince William (Dan Amboyer) and
Kate Middleton (Alice St. Clair) that resulted in one of the most celebrated
weddings in history. At a pivotal point in their courtship, William takes to
heart the advice of his mother, the late Princess Diana (Lesley Harcourt),
which she bestowed in an interview before her untimely death. The
message she left for her son: hold on to the love of your life and protect it
with all of your heart. Lionsgate
LOL In a world connected by Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, Miley Cyrus
stars as a teen girl navigating through the peer pressures of high school
romance and friendship, while dodging her protective mother (Demi
Moore), in the fresh coming-of-age comedy LOL. Lionsgate
Beautiful Planet England The Low Countries Embark on an unforgettable
journey in this spectacular guided tour of the world’s most marvelous sights
and places all shot in brilliant high definition. Capturing the nature and
culture of these exotic destinations, this documentary series offers a vivid
and entertaining portrait of the history and significance of distant cities and
countries. Get ready to discover and experience, in amazing high definition,
one magnificent architectural and scenic attraction after another across our
most Beautiful Planet. Mill Creek
Beautiful Planet Germany Austria Take a spectacular guided tour and
discover Germany and Austria’s most marvelous sights and places.
Capturing the nature and culture of these exotic destinations, this lusciously
filmed documentary series offers a vivid portrait of the history and
significance of these cities and countries. Get ready to discover and
experience, in amazing high definition, one magnificent architectural and
scenic attraction after another across our most Beautiful Planet. Mill Creek
Beautiful Planet England The Low Countries Embark on an unforgettable
journey in this spectacular guided tour of the world’s most marvelous sights
and places all shot in brilliant high definition. Capturing the nature and
culture of these exotic destinations, this documentary series offers a vivid
and entertaining portrait of the history and significance of distant cities and
countries. Get ready to discover and experience, in amazing high definition,
one magnificent architectural and scenic attraction after another across our
most Beautiful Planet. Mill Creek
6 Bullets Veteran mercenary Samson Gaul (Jean-Claude Van Damme) knows
that in the heat of battle, every bullet counts. He retired from combat when
his actions resulted in the deaths of helpless victims, but now he's the last
hope for a desperate father. Mixed Martial Artist, Andrew Fayden (Joe
Flanigan, TV's Stargate: Atlantis) knows how to fight, but alone he's
unprepared to navigate the corrupt streets of a foreign city to find his
kidnapped daughter. Together, these warriors will stop at nothing to tear
apart a vile network of criminals that prey upon the innocent. Sony

Now On DVD & Blu-Ray
Rawhide Season 5 Vol. 1 & 2 Hit the trail for excitement as Rawhide saddles up
for Season Five, Volume 1 with 16 classic episodes on DVD. Tough-rider Gil Favor
(Eric Fleming), his trusted foreman Rowdy Yates (Clint Eastwood, in the role that
launched his Oscar-studded career), and comically grouchy cook Wishbone
(Paul Brinegar) return to ride herd over 3,000 head of cattle and 25 drovers en
route to their final destination - facing a new set of hard-driving challenges,
tackling sometimes controversial issues, and meeting truly unforgettable
characters along the way. A Golden Globe nominee for Best TV Show, Rawhide
never fails to entertain on its relentless push toward new frontiers of adventure.
Adventure rides tall in the saddle for Season Five, Volume 2 of Golden Globe
nominee Rawhide, featuring 15 action-packed episodes on DVD. Eric Fleming
stars as tough-minded trail boss Gil Favor, with Clint Eastwood (in his
breakthrough role) as his foreman Rowdy Yates, and Paul Brinegar as the
frontier-hardened cook, Wishbone. Together with 25 drovers and 3,000 head of
cattle, they will face a series of rustlers, bandits, gunslingers and more on their
journey across the parched plains of 1860s America. One of television's
longest-running and best-loved Westerns, Rawhide brilliantly captures a
bygone era while remaining strikingly contemporary, with its searing portrait of
men facing their own morality and the rewards of the efforts that built a nation.
Paramount/CBS
The Revenant Bart Gregory (David Anders, TV's The Vampire Diaries) has been
killed in action and buried with full honors - so why is he up and walking
around? Turning to his best friend Joey (Chris Wylde, Joe Dirt) for the answer,
the two buddies conclude that to keep Bart from decomposing, he needs
blood... and lots of it! To get it, they become nighttime vigilantes, draining
gangsters, drug dealers and bad guys alike of their precious blood. The side
benefit of the bloodlust is safer streets for all, but more angry, undead criminals
have a bone to pick with Bart and Joey. Lionsgate
Titanoboa This program from The Smithsonian Channel examines the
discovery in a Colombian coal mine of a prehistoric fossil of a 48-foot,
2500-pound snake. Inception
The Veteran When he returns home from Afghanistan, troubled vet Robert
Miller finds himself embroiled in another war in his violence-ridden housing
complex. Soon, he becomes fixated on taking down brutal gangsters who may
have ties to a suspected terrorist cell. Inception
Logan's Run Complete Series In the Year of the City 2274, humans live in a vast,
bubbled metropolis, where computerized servo-mechanisms provide all needs
so everyone can pursue endless hedonism. Endless, that is, until Lastday, when
anyone who's 30 must submit to Carrousel, a soaring, spinning trip to eternity
and supposed rebirth. The screen's first use of laser holography highlights this
post-apocalyptic winner of a Special Achievement Academy Award for Visual
Effects.* Michael York plays Logan 5, a Sandman authorized to terminate
Runners fleeing Carrousel. Logan is almost 30. Catch him if you can. Warner
Telstar Flamboyantly gay, addicted to amphetamines and with a hair-trigger
temper that more than once led to him pulling a gun on musicians, 1960s
British pop producer Joe Meek makes Phil Spector look like a pussycat. This
biopic tells his story. From Meek's ascension to the top of the charts with
"Telstar" to his dabblings in the occult and implication in a rent boy's murder,
the film charts the composer's tumultuous life. Con O'Neill stars. Inception
Strawberry Shortcake: Berry Brick Road Strawberry Shortcake and her friends
journey over the rainbow in a berry enchanting retelling of The Wonderful
Wizard Of Oz! When a cyclone blows Strawberry to Oz, she runs afoul of a
Wicked Witch and must journey to the Emerald City to ask the Wizard for help
getting home. With her faithful dog Pupcake by her side, Strawberry meets
Ginger Snap as the Scarecrow, Peppermint Fizz as the Tin Woodsgirl, and
Orange Blossom as the Cowardly Lion. After making a big impression down the
Berry Brick Road, the Munchkin-like Berrykins call on Strawberry and her friends
to save the Gem-Berries whose glow lights the whole land of Oz. The Berrykins
have been wasting what few Gem-Berries are left, and the Wicked Witch is out
to destroy them entirely. It's up to Strawberry and her pals to save the day! Fox
Strawberry Shortcake: Bloomin' Berry Garden Berry Bitty City is abuzz with
activity! Flowers are blooming in all colors and sizes, the Berrykins are using
their sparkles for the harvest, and everyone's favorite sweetheart - Strawberry
Shortcake - is baking a scrumptious batch of corn muffins. But when a magical
mix-up makes the Berrykins grow tall and the girls shrink down small,
Strawberry and her friends discover that even when they're tiny, they can make
a big difference. It's gardens, giggles and girl power galore in these berry
exciting adventures! Fox
Adventures in Lalaloopsy Land Peanut Big Top has a really big surprise to
share with all her Lalaloopsy friends, but Pillow Featherbed has gone missing.
So the Lalaloopsy girls set out on an adventure, along with their pets, to find
their friend. With lots of unexpected surprises and challenges, including an
impending thunderstorm, the girls use creativity and their special talents, but
nothing seems to work. Will they be able to find Pillow in time to see Peanut's
exciting surprise? After trying almost everything, the girls realize that working
together may be the only way to find their lost friend. This magical adventure is
full of fun and friendship and it's just sew cute! Fox
Sing-a-Long Beatlesongs The Beatles have written and performed many of the
greatest pop songs in the history of music. These are songs that are known and
loved around the world and listened to by millions daily. But what if you want
to share this love of The Fab Four with your little ones while they learn to read
and speak English in a fun and stimulating manner? Where do you start? Enjoy
"Sing-A-Long: Beatlesongs" with your children or friends with visually
compelling classic animation and music written by the Beatles that will capture
the imagination and attention of every viewer. Does not include actual Beatles
performances.This release encourages children and parents to sing-along with
a handful of The Beatles' greatest songs including "Yesterday," "Help," "Let It
Be," and "Hey Jude." Synergy

